8250 - 165th Ave NE, Suite 100
Redmond, WA 98052-6628
T 425-883-4134
www.tsinw.com

September 18, 2019
To:

Angela Rozmyn, Sustainable Redmond LLC

From:

Jeff Hee, Transportation Solutions Inc.

Subject: Tudor Manor Residential Suite Parking Reduction
This analysis documents the parking needs related to Tudor Manor. The analysis shows that a reduction in the
number of onsite parking spaces required is reasonable based on the site’s current and historical parking
demands and compared to parking data compiled through the King County Right Size Parking application.
It is important to note that the vehicle demands for residential suites has been demonstrated in both the Cities
of Redmond and Kirkland to be significantly less than the vehicle demands for standard multifamily
apartments.

Proposal
The parking minimum parking requirement for residential suite land uses is 0.50 spaces per bed, see Redmond
Zoning Code Table 21.10.100C.
For Tudor Manor, each residential suite includes a single bed.
You are proposing to reduce the parking requirements for Tudor Manor to 0.30 spaces per residential suite,
which represents a 0.20 space per bed reduction from the code requirement.

Project Description
Tudor Manor is at 16552 through 16599 NE 84th Court, in the East Hill downtown subzone. The site includes
61 residential suites and was originally permitted with 34 onsite parking spaces. Three months after full
occupancy the site was allowed a parking reduction to 32 parking spaces for additional bicycle parking.
The parking onsite includes a mixed of tandem and single spaces in garages and below structure perpendicular
parking spaces. Currently there are 18 vehicles registered to tenants and the site is at full occupancy.
The site is within 0.3-miles of Redmond Transit Center and about 0.5-miles from the future downtown
Redmond link light rail station.
A vicinity map highlighting the location of Tudor Manor and the surrounding area is provided as Exhibit 1.
Tudor Manor is managed by Muse Management under a Transportation Management Program (TMP), which is
overseen by the City of Redmond. The site’s TMP requires residents to register their vehicles with
management and a parking space is assigned and priced based on the vehicle needs of the tenants. Registered
vehicles are provided stickers and parking is actively monitored by Muse Management staff. In addition, to the
site’s proximity to transit, the site includes covered and secure bicycle parking for tenants who choose not to
utilize the site’s vehicle parking.
In the future, link light rail is anticipated to reduce vehicle parking demands in downtown Redmond.
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Parking Study
Vehicle parking demand was surveyed at Tudor Manor after midnight on Wednesday, July 17 (July 18), and
Thursday, July 18 (July 19), 2019 to document the parking demand. Parking demand is expressed as the
number of parked vehicles. The after-midnight survey time corresponds to the period when the demand for
residential parking is at its highest.
Findings from parking survey are summarized in Table 1 below.
Survey Date
July 17, 2019
July 18, 2019
Average

Table 1: 2019 Tudor Manor Parking Demand
Residential Suites
61
61
61

Parking Supply
32
32
32

Parking Demand
15
16
16

The average parking demand ratio at Tudor Manor was 0.26 vehicles per residential suite.
Table 2, below, is included to show that the demand for parking at Tudor Manor has decreased since 2014. The
parking demands at Tudor Manor were compiled in 2013 and 2014 and were included in the 16210 NE 80th
Street - Onsite Parking Design and Quantity Analysis, September 30, 2014 letter to City of Redmond. The
historical data shows that the onsite parking demands in 2019 decreased by 28% at Tudor Manor.
Survey Date
August 2013
October 2013
March 2014

Table 2: Historical Tudor Manor Parking Demand
Residential Suites
61
61
61

Parking Supply
34
34
34

Parking Demand
23
23
20

There is no on-street parking fronting Tudor Manor.

Comparison Right Size Parking
The parking survey findings were compared to recommendations from the King County Right Size Parking
Calculator online tool.
Exhibit 2 summarizes the King County Right Size Parking Calculator inputs and recommendations for Tudor
Manor. You supplied the average residential suite unit area, average monthly residential suite rents and the
monthly rents for single stall parking. Table 3 compares the parking rate recommendations from the Right Size
Parking Calculator with the 2019 parking demand data collected at Tudor Manor.
Table 3: Tudor Manor Parking Demand and Right Size Parking Recommendation

Survey Date
Right Size Parking
2019 Surveys
1.

Residential Suites
61
61

Parking Supply
34

Right Size Parking demand computed from recommended parking ratio

Parking Demand 1
16
16

Parking Ratio
0.27
0.26

The recommendations from the King County Right Size Parking Calculator tool are comparable to the results
from the parking survey.
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Comparison City of Bellevue Downtown
The City of Bellevue’s Zoning Code 20.25A.080.B(5) includes parking requirements for downtown land uses and
states that:
“The minimum requirement for studio apartment units available to persons earning 60 percent or less than the
median income as determined by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development for the
Seattle Metropolitan Statistical Area is 0.25 stalls per unit.”
The proposed parking reductions for Tudor Manor to 0.30 spaces per residential suite is more conservative
than the City of Bellevue’s downtown parking requirements, for affordable studio units.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The parking study results show that a reduction in the number of onsite vehicle parking spaces is reasonable.
The proposed reduction to 0.30 spaces per residential suite is conservative and is fractionally above the peak
parking demands surveyed this past July.
The proposed parking reduction is 0.20 spaces per residential suite less than the Zoning Code’s parking
requirement.
The parking ratio is comparable with the parking recommendations from the King County Right Size Parking
Calculator tool and with the downtown parking requirements in the City of Bellevue. To maintain a
conservative analysis, the parking ratio recommendation is fractionally higher than what was recommended
using the King County Right Size Parking Calculator tool.
If you have any questions, please contact me at your convenience.

The next page outlines the parking deviation criteria and self-assessment from the City of Redmond.

Parking Deviation Criteria for Tudor Manor
City of Redmond Deviation Criteria1

Self-Assessment

The deviation produces a compensating or
comparable result, which is in the public interest.

The proposed parking reduction can accommodate
the parking needs for Tudor Manor.

The deviation meets requirements for safety, public
health, function, fire protection, transit needs,
appearance, and maintainability in any other criteria
deemed by the city.

Impacts to safety, public health, function, fire
protection, transit needs, appearance and
maintainability are not anticipated.

The deviation provides substantially equivalent (or
improved) environmental protection as would be
provided if the standard requirements were met.

There are no environmental impacts identified.

The deviation needs to reflect sound engineering
practices.

The parking reduction is based on a parking study,
using ITE methodology. The parking demands were
evaluated using historical and current parking
demand data specific to Tudor Manor. The parking
reduction is also supported through King County
Right Size Parking recommendations and is
conservative compared to the parking requirements
in downtown Bellevue.

The deviation needs to avoid damage to other
properties in the vicinity of and downstream of the
proposal.

The request does not impact adjacent properties.

Any deviation from the Standards that does not meet No deviation from the Fire Code is being proposed.
the Fire Code will require concurrence by the City Fire
Marshal.
1.

Source: City of Redmond Procedures for Requesting and Approving Administrative Engineering Deviation Requests

Exhibit 1: Vicinity Map

Exhibit 2: King County Right Size Parking Recommendation

